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ABSTRACT
Today there is no effective support for device-wide question answer-
ing on mobile devices. State-of-the-art QAmodels are deep learning
behemoths designed for the cloud which run extremely slow and
require more memory than available on phones. We present DeQA,
a suite of latency- and memory- optimizations that adapts existing
QA systems to run completely locally on mobile phones. Specifi-
cally, we design two latency optimizations that (1) stops processing
documents if further processing cannot improve answer quality,
and (2) identifies computation that does not depend on the ques-
tion and moves it offline. These optimizations do not depend on
the QA model internals and can be applied to several existing QA
models. DeQA also implements a set of memory optimizations by (i)
loading partial indexes in memory, (ii) working with smaller units
of data, and (iii) replacing in-memory lookups with a key-value
database. We use DeQA to port three state-of-the-art QA systems
to the mobile device and evaluate over three datasets. The first is a
large scale SQuAD dataset defined over Wikipedia collection. We
also create two on-device QA datasets, one over a publicly available
email data collection and the other using a cross-app data collection
we obtain from two users. Our evaluations show that DeQA can run
QA models with only a few hundred MBs of memory and provides
at least 13x speedup on average on the mobile phone across all
three datasets.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Question answering; • Human-
centered computing →Mobile computing; Mobile devices.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Mobile users today access content via multiple applications –
browsers, email, social media, and many more. A device-wide Ques-
tion Answering (QA) over all data accessed on a device can help
users find information efficiently.

Consider Mateo who is out looking for an off-the-counter medi-
cation for his diabetic son. He has browsed vendor sites, discussed
options with his son’s physician over email, and has gathered sug-
gestions from his social media friends. To decide on an alternative
at the store, Mateo needs to know: (a) the price of the product he
found earlier on the Web, (b) alternatives his friends suggest? and
(c) alternatives his physician suggested? The answers to these ques-
tions are in his email conversations, Web searches, and social media
feeds. A device-wide QA system can help him find these answers.

Unfortunately, such a device-wide QA system is difficult to de-
sign today. To do so, the QA system needs to work across device-
wide content rather than within a single application ecosystem,
such as email. This means the entire device content needs to be
shipped to the cloud. This is untenable for privacy, data protection,
and performance reasons (more discussions in §2).

We design DeQA (pronounced de-ka), which stands for on-device
QA, that runs completely locally on a mobile device. DeQA stores
data accessed by the user locally and then runs QA over this data.
Storing and indexing a user’s digital footprint is feasible on mobile
devices, given the large storage capacity on phones [16]. The cen-
tral challenge, however, is in running end-to-end QA systems on
mobile devices. State-of-the-art systems use deep learning based
QA models [35, 54, 57], which are unusably slow on mobile devices.

DeQA is a set of compute- and memory-optimizations to sig-
nificantly improve QA on mobile. We design DeQA to be broadly
applicable to existing QA systems by studying the common patterns
and bottlenecks of state-of-the-art QA models. To this end, we first
study three top-ranked QA models—RNet [54], MReader [35], and
QANet [57]—from the SQuAD 1.1 Leaderboard [50], a widely used
benchmark in the NLP community.

Even on a relatively new mobile phone (running Android 8 with
Snapdragon 820 CPU, 6GB RAM and 64GB storage) the three QA
systems take over 80 seconds to answer a single question, making
them unusable. The problem is, existing mobile deep learning opti-
mizations [32, 33, 37, 59] for vision/CNN applications do not apply
to QA, as we discuss in §4. Instead, we design three optimizations
based on our study:

(i) Dynamic Early Stopping Our first observation is that in
many cases the QA system does not need to process all documents
to answer a question. For easy questions the answer is likely found
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immediately, in the top few documents, and for hard ones pro-
cessing more documents is unlikely to yield better answers. DeQA
formalizes this idea by designing a Dynamic Early Stopping algo-
rithm that predicts when further processing is going to be unhelpful.
The stopping algorithm uses a separate classifier for the predic-
tion, and the features used to train the classifier do not rely on the
internal states of the model or require model modifications.

(ii) Offloading Neural Encoding Our second observation is
that a large part of the computation performed by the QA model
does not depend on the question. If any processing does not depend
on the question, then it does not have to be computed at run time.
In fact, on all three models—RNet, MReader, and QANet—neural
encoding of the documents (§3) take over 50% of the time, but this
step is independent of the question. In DeQA, we move this neural
encoding out of the critical path and process them offline.

(iii) Memory Optimizations Even with the latency optimiza-
tions, existing QA systems cannot run as-is on mobile devices be-
cause of their memory requirements. QA systems trade memory
usage for latency benefits by processing documents as a whole to
locate answers, using an in-memory index for easy document re-
trieval, and performing in-memory lookups. DeQA reduces memory
requirements by (a) working with partial indexes loaded iteratively
in memory, (b) breaking down the job into smaller units of para-
graphs instead of documents, and (c) replacing in-memory lookups
with a key-value database.

We implement DeQA on two mobile platforms: Nvidia TX2
board [8] and OnePlus 3 Android phone [9]. We adapt RNet [54],
MReader [35], and QANet [57] to mobile devices using DeQA re-
quiring minimal changes to the QA models themselves.

We first evaluate the performance of DeQA on the Stanford
Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD) [50] and CuratedTrec [17]
dataset with over 10K question/answer pairs run over Wikipedia
collection stored locally. Using DeQA optimizations, the end-to-end
QA system only requires a few hundred megabytes of memory.
DeQA also reduces QA latencies by an average of 16x over the
phone and 6x over the board, with less than 1% drop in accuracy
for all 3 models.

There are no standard QA datasets for question answering over
on-device user data. Instead, we create two smaller datasets: (a) a
120 question-answer dataset created over publicly available email
collection from Enron [38], and (b) a 100 question-answer dataset
over data collected from two users across 5 different apps. The
cross-app data is created by recording content as users interact
with their apps over a 1 week period. For the email dataset, DeQA
improves latency by an average of 14x on the phone and 6x on
the board with a little more than 1% drop in accuracy for all three
models. For the cross-device dataset, DeQA improves latency by an
average of 13x on the phone with 1.5% accuracy drop.

2 MOTIVATION
Device-wide question answering is an important capability for
intelligent assistants. They have the potential to provide a single-
entry point for finding answers over content that is already available
on the user’s device. Here we motivate the need for such a device-
wide QA service that resides entirely on-device.

Consider Alice, a New Yorker, who is on a business trip to Seoul.
She booked flights and hotel rooms, and she looked up information
about the local transportation, landmarks and tourist attractions
of Seoul before arrival. In Seoul, if she has questions about which
hotel she is staying in, her return flight schedule or the location of a
particular tourist location, she has two choices. Either re-search the
information or use a QA service that is provided by each individual
application, if available. Both of these options are burdensome
because Alice needs to remember where she got the information
from, or search in each app to see if the information is available. A
device-wide QA service, on the other hand, can provide a single
entry point for meeting all of Alice’s questions during her travel.

One possible solution for such a device-wide QA service is to al-
low a single cloud-based provider to integrate all of a user’s content
and provide a single QA service over the entire content. However,
this forces an unreasonable privacy tradeoff on the user where all
of the user data is now available to a single third-party service.
Indeed, by integrating all content, the third-party can now learn
even more information about the user than any single application
provider. Further, relying on a cloud service means Alice needs
to use a possibly expensive and unreliable international roaming
plan. Recently, secure enclaves in the cloud, such as SGX [5], have
becoming popular, where computation is performed within the
enclave without revealing sensitive user data. However, SGX en-
claves are extremely restricted in terms of compute and memory
capacity [36].

An on-device QA service, however, integrates content from dif-
ferent apps but keeps the integrated content entirely local, which
means users do not have to trust a single entity to store all of their
data. Further, being on-device allows the QA service to operate
even under unstable or expensive network conditions.

3 ARCHITECTURE OF QA MODELS
We envision a device-level QA solution that returns answers from
text locally available on the user device. This is similar to desktop
search [28] that supports search over local content, but our goal is
to go beyond search and support question answering which is a
more complicated task.

Previous studies have shown that a user’s local digital footprint
can be stored and indexed locally on a mobile device [16]. The key
challenge is in running QA over this data, which is the focus of the
paper. A complementary problem is in aggregating data accessed by
users across different apps for on-device QA. We leave this problem
for future work.

3.1 Question Answering Background
QA systems search through documents to locate candidate answers.
To avoid having to analyze a large number of documents, end-to-
end QA systems work in two stages. In the first search engine stage,
the system obtains a subset of documents relevant to the question,
and in the second stage the system runs complex QA models on
this subset. Figure 1 shows a typical end-to-end QA pipeline which
consists of the search engine and the QA model.

(i) Search engine A search engine uses an index, an efficient
lookup data structure, to find documents that match the question
keywords. It then returns a ranked set of documents according
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Rank Name Model Type Cite
1 QANet Transformer [57]
2 Reinforced Mnemonic

Reader (MReader)
BiLSTM [35]

3 RNet BiGRU [54]
4 SLQA+ BiLSTM [53]
5 Hybrid AoA Reader BiGRU [26]
6 BiDAF + SelfAttn + ELMo +

A2D
BiGRU [25]

7 MAMCN+ BiGRU [58]
8 MEMEN BiLSTM [48]
9 RaSoR + TR + LM BiLSTM [52]
10 SAN BiLSTM [43]

Table 1: The top 10 QA models on the SQuAD dataset v1.1
as of September 18, 2018. We only rank models for which
technical details are available, and variations of the same
model are merged.

Search Engine

Question: 
When did the second world war end Answer: 1945

QA Model (our focus)

1.2 Document Retriever

1.1 Query Generation

2.4 Scoring answer phrase

Document 
Embedding

Question 
Embedding

2.1 Embedding

2.2 Neural Encoding
Encoding 

document phrases
Encoding 

question phrase

2.3 Capturing document-question 
interaction

Ranked
Documents

Figure 1: Question Answering Pipeline: There are two main
components. The search engine returns a sorted list of rele-
vant documents in response to the question. The QA model
uses a neural representation of the documents and the ques-
tion to score the potential answer phrases in the relevant
documents.

to the relevance of the document to the question, using a scoring
function. As users access new content, the search engine needs to
store the data and index it.

(ii) QA Model A QA model analyzes the top-n documents re-
turned by the search engine to score the phrases in the document as
possible answers. The core task that QA models perform is to verify
if the information contained in the potential answer phrase and
its surrounding context supports a claim (i.e., is the answer to the
question). This is a hard problem because the information can be
expressed through different words, split across multiple sentences,
and often might require significant amount of inference.

3.2 State-of-the-art QA models
Most state-of-the-art QAmodels today use deep learning to perform
the complex QA task. Table 1 lists top QA models (as of September
18, 2018) from the SQuADv1.1 leaderboard, a large scale benchmark
dataset that is widely-used in the NLP field.

Most models use BiLSTM or BiGRU as encoding layers with
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [29] blocks, which compose
representations of inputs in a sequential manner. One model, the
QANet [57], uses self-attention encoding layers with transformer
blocks, which mimic RNN capabilities for modeling context with
fewer sequential dependencies. Transformer-based models have
gained popularity for QA over the last year (for example, BERT [27])
in part because they allow for deeper and larger models that can
be trained faster [27, 49], compared to the RNN models.

3.3 Structure of state-of-the-art QA models
The state-of-the-art QA models share a common underlying archi-
tecture and differ only in how they implement the architecture [55].
The right block in Figure 1 (QA Model) shows the processing steps
in the different layers of a QA model. We describe each step below:

Embeddings (2.1 in Figure 1) The first step in a QA model is
to map the words in the documents (and the question) to their
corresponding word embeddings. Embeddings are used to represent
each word as a k-dimensional real-valued vector. These vectors are
said to capture word meaning in the sense that words with similar
usages and meaning have similar vectors i.e., the vector distance be-
tween similar words is shorter than those between dissimilar words.

Neural Encoding (2.2 in Figure 1) The neural encoding layer
combines the word embeddings to produce a representation of
longer pieces of text. For instance, the meaning of a sentence can
be represented as the meaning of each word in the context of the
entire sentence. The encoding layers in QA models use RNNs such
as BiLSTMs [54] or transformers [57].

Question document interaction: (2.3 in Figure 1) The encod-
ing layers usually produce independent representations of the
question and passage. The interaction layer creates a representation
of the passage that is related to the question at hand. A passage
might contain many different pieces of information, and the
interaction layer allows the model to emphasize the relevant
portions of the passage.

Scoring (2.4 in Figure 1) The scoring layer uses the neural rep-
resentation and the interaction information to locate answers by
looking for the most likely starting and ending positions for the
answer. The models evaluates each start and end position and pro-
vides a score. The answer phrase with the highest score is returned
as the final answer.

4 BOTTLENECKS IN RUNNING QA MODELS
ON MOBILE DEVICES

We study the bottlenecks of three end-to-end QA systems instan-
tiated with the top-ranked QA models from Table 1–QANet [57],
MReader [35], and RNet [54]. The QA systems all use a search en-
gine to retrieve relevant documents and then run one of the three
models over the documents to answer the question.

One challenge is that existing QA systems simply will not run on
mobile devices due to their memory requirement. DeQA’s memory
optimization reduces the memory requirements of the QA systems
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to fit on mobile. We conduct the latency benchmarks over this
memory-optimized version. We discuss the memory optimizations
in §6 and focus on the latency bottlenecks in this section.

4.1 Measurement setup
QA Dataset We study the performance of QA systems using
SQuADv1.1 [50], a large question-answer dataset that is widely
usedwithin the NLP community to evaluate QAmodels. The dataset
is built using Wikipedia text as its knowledge source containing
5.5 million articles amounting to 12 GB of data stored on disk. The
recently introduced SQuADv2.0 is a harder dataset that includes
questions that may not have an answer in the given document con-
text. But in the full Wikipedia setting, those no-answer questions
can have correct answers potentially, therefore, for our purposes
we find SQuADv1.1 is more suitable.

We use SQuAD because there are no standard datasets for QA
over personalized on-device user data. In our evaluation (§9) we
create two new datasets over on-device user data and show that
the bottlenecks are similar on these datasets.

Methodology The models are trained on a collection of 240k
question answer pairs from SQuAD [50], CuratedTrec [17], Wiki-
Movies [45], and WebQuestions [18]. For training purposes the
models not only need the answers to questions, but also need to
know where the correct answers are found in text. To this end,
given the questions and their answers, we use the distant super-
vision procedure described in DrQA [23] to automatically locate
the answers within the text and generate labeled answer spans. We
tune the model’s hyperparameters on the dev set in the SQuAD
dataset.

For testing we use the dev split (10k questions) from SQuAD
and the test split (694 questions) of the CuratedTrec dataset.

Device specification: We benchmark the QA systems on four
devices: (i) Cloud: A machine from the Google Cloud Platform
which has 8 vCPUs, 32 GB memory, 2 x NVIDIA Tesla T4 GPUs,
100GB SSD disk, (ii) PC: an Intel PC running Ubuntu with a 3.4
GHz CPU, GTX 1070 GPU and 32GB memory, (iii) Mobile Board:
A next generation NVidia Jetson TX2 [8] development board with
quad core ARM 64bit CPU, a 256-core CUDA GPU, 8GB memory,
and 128GB storage. The TX2 board is a high performance platform
for next generation applications such as autonomous driving [44]
and VR headsets [4, 6], (iv)Mobile Phone: A OnePlus 3 Android
Phone [9] running Android 8.0. The phone runs a Snapdragon 820
CPU, with 6GB RAM and 64GB storage.

Metrics The accuracy of the QA system is measured as the percent-
age of questions for which the answer is within the top 5 phrases
returned by the QA model. All experiments on the TX2 board use
CUDA GPU [3] by default.

4.2 Latency of existing QA systems on mobile
Table 2 shows the latencies for running the three top-ranked QA
systems on the cloud platform, the desktop PC, and the two mobile
platforms. First, on the cloud platform, answering a question only
takes a few hundred milliseconds while the desktop PC takes a few

seconds to answer a question. This is not surprising given that the
cloud GPU is more powerful than that of the desktop PC. With two
GPUs, the cloud platform can process all the documents in parallel.

On the mobile platforms, it takes much longer to answer a ques-
tion even compared to the desktop PC. For instance, on the mobile
phone, answering a single question takes over a minute, making it
effectively unusable.

MReader RNet QANet
Cloud 314 ms 235 ms 209 ms
Desktop PC 3.63 s 5.11 s 3.13 s

Mobile platforms
TX2 Board 24.13 s 28.48 s 23.48 s
Mobile Phone 81.68 s 88.55 s 80.66 s

Table 2: Latencies of running QA systems on the cloud, desk-
top PC, and the twomobile platforms. Answering a question
only takes a few hundred milliseconds on the cloud and a
few seconds on the PC. QA takes much longer on themobile
platforms, requiring more than a minute on the phone.

4.3 Bottlenecks on the mobile device
A QA system has several components as shown in Figure 1. We
breakdown the QA latency to study where the main bottleneck is
for two models MReader and RNet. The bottlenecks were similar
for QANet. This study was done on the TX2 board.

Table 3 shows the breakdown in terms of percentage time for
the different components. The key bottleneck is in neural represen-
tation of the paragraphs. About half of the processing time is spent
in encoding paragraphs i.e., in processing the retrieved paragraphs
through the RNN layers in the case of MReader and RNet, and
the transformer blocks in the case of QANet. None of the other
individual steps are significant bottlenecks by themselves.

The question we answer in DeQA is, how can we address the
bottleneck in the deep learning layers to significantly reduce QA
latency on mobile devices?

4.4 Using existing deep learning optimizations
for QA

A natural idea to improve QA performance, given that the deep
learning component is the bottleneck, is to use existing deep learn-
ing optimizations designed for mobile phones. Most existing opti-
mizations have focused on running general deep neural networks
(DNNs) and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). While these
work well for vision and sensing applications [19, 41, 42], they are
ill-suited for optimizing the QA models.

Existing QA models process a large amount of data for every
question (138 documents, 120k words). Even though the time taken
to process each document through the RNN model is small, the
latency increases because of the number of documents that need to
be processed. In contrast, vision models themselves are large but
the models do not process large amounts of data. As a result, several
CNN optimizations focus on model compression and pruning [32,
33, 59]. In contrast, the QA model sizes are already small.

Second, the encoding layers in these models often have more
dependencies and therefore fewer opportunities for parallelism
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QA Stage MReader RNet
1. Search Engine 15% 10.4%
2. Embeddings and
preprocessing 8.53% 9.01%

2.2 Encoding Question 8.47% 8.96%
2.2 Encoding neural Rep of
Paragraphs 48.54% 52.26%

2.3 Capturing interactions 16.38% 13.17%
2.4 Classifying answer spans 2.24% 2.76%
Total time 24.127 s 28.477 s

Table 3: The latency breakdown for each component of the
QA pipeline for MReader [35] and RNet [54]. The results
show the percentage time spent in each component when
answering questions from the CuratedTrec-test dataset (694
questions) on the TX2 board. Encoding the Neural Represen-
tation of Paragraphs is the main bottleneck, accounting for
nearly 50% of the total time.

compared to the CNN models, where filters are extremely paral-
lelizable.While QAmodels can be parallelized at the document level,
one cannot easily parallelize the processing within a document.

5 DeQA LATENCY OPTIMIZATIONS
In DeQA we design latency optimizations that significantly reduce
the time taken to run end-to-end QA on a constrained mobile device.
We do not want the optimizations to rely on the internals of the QA
models because even if they provide benefits for one model, they
may not be effective for others. Instead, the DeQA optimizations
are designed by leveraging common patterns of existing QA models
(Figure 1) and a bottleneck analysis (Table 3).

TheQAmodel (including all the optimizations) are trained offline,
once for a given model. The trained model runs on the user device
to answer questions. Before running end-to-end QA for the first
time, we index all documents accessed by the user across all apps
and store them locally. The question answering system is run over
this index. Of course, as new documents arrive, we need to update
the index incrementally. We show in §8.2 that this incremental
indexing incurs negligible energy and latency.

5.1 Dynamic Early Stopping
Our preliminary study shows that the QA model pipeline is the key
latency bottleneck. The one reason for this bottleneck is the amount
of data that is processed by the encoding layers. A document con-
tains a large number of words, and encoding these words increases
QA latency significantly. Instead, we propose an early stopping
algorithm where the QA models do not process all the documents.
The algorithm indicates when processing further documents will
not improve answer accuracy.

5.1.1 Early Stopping: Answer Distribution. The effectiveness of a
stopping strategy depends on how the correct answers are dis-
tributed. Recall that the search engine returns a ranked list of docu-
ments according to the relevance of the document to the question,
and the QA model runs on this ranked list of document. Naturally,
a common premise in QA systems is that the answers are more
likely to be found in the top ranked documents.
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Figure 2: CDF of the ranks of the paragraphs that contain the
correct answer. The correct answers are evenly distributed
across all ranks. Therefore, using a fixed stopping algorithm
will result is not finding the answer in many cases.

Given this, a reasonable approach would be to process only a
small fixed number of top documents (or paragraphs1) for every
question. However it turns out that the answers are not always
found in the top ranks. Figure 2 shows that the correct answers are
evenly distributed across all ranks. Specifically, if you process the
top 150 paragraphs returned by the search engine, 50% of the time
the paragraph that contains the correct answer is within the top 60
documents according to the search engine ranking.

Suppose we had a perfect QA model. It will correctly answer a
quarter of the questions when processing top 20 paragraphs for each
question, answer about half with top 60 paragraphs, and answer
three quarters with top 100 paragraphs. This means that while some
questions can be answered with a small number of paragraphs,
others require more. Therefore, no fixed choice is optimal for both
accuracy and latency (as also corroborated in our evaluation in §8).

5.1.2 Dynamic Early Stopping Classifier. Our approach is based
on the observation that stopping early makes sense for questions
that are too easy or too hard. For easy questions the answer is
presumably found in the early documents, and the QA model is
able to provide a significantly high score to the correct answer
compared to the other candidates. For hard questions the QA model
will find no candidate answer to be satisfactory and will provide
low scores to all candidate answers seen so far. In either case it is
better to stop as further processing is unlikely to change the QA
model’s final answer.

Figure 3 illustrates the main idea of our early stopping algorithm2.
As noted before, the QA model processes the paragraphs in the
order ranked by the search engine. After each paragraph (or batch of
paragraphs), the classifier is asked to predict whether to continue
processing more paragraphs or stop and return its current best
answer. We model this as a supervised classification task using the
following features:
1. Retrieval scores – The retrieval score, which is used to rank the
paragraphs by the search engine, is an indicator of the relevance of
the paragraph to the question.

1We use paragraphs for the rest of the early stopping description because DeQA uses
paragraph retrieval instead of document retrieval, as we discuss in §6
2This is unrelated to the machine learning term used to denote the early stopping of
training using performance on a development set.
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Figure 3: Early stoppingmodel: At each time step the current
outputs from the DeQA model are evaluated by the early
stopping classifier to decide to stop or continue processing.

2. QA Model Scores – The QA scores indicate the confidence of the
QA model with respect to the answers it has seen thus far.
3. Z-Scores – When the correct answer is found we’d expect to see a
large increase in the answer score compared to the previous scores.
To model this, we measure how much the answer score deviates
from the previous scores by using the log-transformed Z-score [12]
of the current answer score. The Z-score [12] measures the distance
between the data point and the mean in terms of the number of
standard deviations. The intuition is that for hard questions or cases
when the model is confused, one would expect similar (possibly
low) scores to all answer candidates. In these cases, the largest
deviation is likely to be small. To capture this we also track the
largest Z-score thus far.
4. Duplicate Answers – The number of repeated answers from differ-
ent paragraphs is a good indicator that the answer is likely to be
correct.
5. Paragraphs Processed – The more the number of documents pro-
cessed, the less likely that processing further will be useful. To
incorporate the number of paragraphs processed, we use rank indi-
cator features fs :e such that fs :e is equal to 1 if we have processed
between s and e documents, and 0 otherwise.

By relying only on the output scores, the early stopping opti-
mization remains generic and model agnostic – it neither changes
the architecture of the QA models nor assumes expert knowledge
about the internals of the model. We discuss the classifier training
and implementation details of our early stopping classifier in §7.

5.2 Offline Neural Encoding
For the second optimization, we analyze the QA pipeline to identify
computational units that do not depend on the question. The idea
is that if the computation is independent of the question, they do
not have to be computed at runtime.

For many QA models, though not all, the neural encoding of
documents and the question encoding are performed independently.
The QA models do perform a question-guided representation of the
documents, but this is done after the encoding step. The three QA
models in our study QANet [57], RNet [54], and MReader [35], all
perform document and question encoding independently.

Recall that the neural encoding of documents is the key bottle-
neck in the QA models we study, accounting for about 50% of the
time (§4). Our basic optimization, therefore, is to pre-process the

documents and turn them into encodings and store them in a file-
backed key-value database. At run-time, for a given question, when
we iteratively process each document given by the search engine,
we use the document id to fetch the pre-computed document encod-
ing and feed it to the subsequent layers in the QA model. Fetching
the pre-processed neural encoding is not expensive, requiring 10ms
for a paragraph. Our evaluation shows that this offline encoding
reduces latency by 2x across all the models we evaluated (§8).

Of course, pre-processing the documents is not free as we trade-
off storage for compute. Pre-computing encoding reduces compute
latency during runtime, but the pre-computed encodings needs to
be stored in disk requiring storage. For the Wikipedia dataset, we
require 5GB of disk space to store all the encodings. In our current
implementation, we store all the neural encoding in disk. As part of
future work, we will investigate the use of memoization techniques
to store the neural encodings of documents at runtime and re-use
them, especially for documents that are accessed often.

Note that the two DeQA optimizations can also be applied to
QA systems deployed on the cloud, but they are less relevant. First,
cloud platforms have powerful GPUs that can process several tens
of documents in parallel, reducing the effectiveness of early stop-
ping. The offline neural encoding can reduce compute, but our
experiments show that pre-computing document encoding reduces
QA latency by less than 10% when run on the cloud, suggesting
that neural encoding is likely not the bottleneck on cloud GPUs.

5.3 Other optimizations
We also explore the use of GPU offloading and batch processing to
further optimize QA latency. Since QA models are built using RNNs
and self-attention, computation within these models is not easily
parallelizable, unlike CNN models. However, we can parallelize
paragraph processing over the GPU.

On the mobile board, offloading to GPU and processing multiple
paragraphs in parallel is trivial. However, offloading to the phone
GPU is harder. This is because existing deep learning frameworks,
including TensorFlow, Keras, CNTK, MXNet, PyTorch, Caffe2, do
not support GPU offloading on the phone, as of the writing of this
paper. Instead we use a data-parallel computation language called
RenderScript [14] to rewrite the QA models. Renderscript provides
support for GPU offloading and batch processing.

While batch processing on the GPU can significantly reduce QA
latency, it also increases power consumption. We analyze this trade-
off between latency and power in §8. We find that batch processing
by itself significantly increases power consumption, but coupled
with the two DeQA optimizations, the power consumption is signifi-
cantly lowered. This is because, the DeQA optimizations reduce the
amount of computation required, making batch processing more
energy efficient.

6 DeQA MEMORY OPTIMIZATIONS
We design a set of memory optimizations so that existing end-to-
end QA systems can be loaded on memory-constrained devices.
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6.1 Memory requirements of existing QA
systems

The QA models—RNet, QANet, and MReader, are reading com-
prehension models that work on documents returned by a search
engine. To make these QA models work end-to-end, we use the
TF-IDF search engine used by a popular end-to-end QA system
known as DrQA [23]. DrQA also has a deep-learning based QA
model, but this model performs poorly compared to our top-ranked
QA models, so we don’t include it in our study. The study set up
and the QA dataset is the same as described in §4.1.

Table 4 shows the memory requirements of the three end-to-end
QA systems. The memory is dominated by the search engine. The
QA models themselves are roughly comparable to each other.

The search engine requires that the index of the document col-
lection be loaded in-memory. The size of this index is a function of
the document collection. For the Wikipedia document collection
(12 GB), the size of the index is 13 GB. Even the next generation
TX2 board only has 8 GB of memory. Of course, if the document
collection is small, the size of the index would be smaller and can fit
on the board, but our goal is to not restrict the local data collection
over which the user wishes to ask a question.

Storage Type Index MReader RNet QANet
Storage Size 13GB 272MB 279MB 270MB

Table 4: Memory requirement for running the end-to-end
QA service, including the size of the model and the size of
the in-memory search engine

In addition Android sets a hard limit on the heap size for each
app [1]. Even high-end mobile devices such as OnePlus 3 have a
per-application memory limit of 256MB, even though the phone
itself has a larger memory capacity. With this limited app memory,
the phones cannot even load the QA models let alone the search
engine index.

The result is that existing QA services simply cannot run on
either of our mobile devices as-is.

6.2 Loading partial index using Lucene
One reason for the large memory requirement is the need to load
search engine indexes in-memory. One obvious optimization is to
only load partial indexes in-memory, which is shown to work for
mobile devices [16]. To this end, we use Lucene [2], a standard
search engine. We modified a recent version (7.5.0) of Lucene Core
to run on Android. Lucene uses a file-backed index, parts of which
can be loaded on demand. Lucene performs search on the loaded
portions, and combines the results to produce a final ranking.

6.3 Moving from document to paragraph
retrieval

The problem is that the partial index approach does not completely
solve the memory issues of running QA onmobiles. The QAmodels,
by default, take as input a set of relevant documents from the search
engine. A document contains a substantial amount of words, and
analyzing a large number of documents to score answer phrases can
increase memory requirement. In our experiments the QA model
was only able to process 50 retrieved documents (roughly 120,000
words) before the memory ran out.
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While it is possible to iteratively process fewer documents in
batches, we instead move the unit of analysis to paragraphs. This
strategy not only reduces the memory requirements, but also helps
improve latency and overall accuracy.

Figures 4 and 5 shows the time to extract the answers, without
retrieval time, and the accuracy respectively when the QA model
runs over document versus paragraph retrieval. These experiments
ran on the mobile board [8]. The figure shows that the QA model
can process a far greater number of paragraphs without memory
issues, since the number of words that are being processed is much
smaller (less than 25,000 words in 200 paragraphs).

However, processing a smaller number of total words does not
affect accuracy; in fact, the accuracy of QA when working with
paragraphs is much higher compared to documents. This is because,
a paragraph that matches many of the question terms is more likely
to contain the answer than a document that matches the question
terms, potentially in different sections. In our evaluation, we use
150 paragraphs as input to the QA model, because increasing the
number of paragraphs further did not improve accuracy commen-
surately.

6.4 Replacing in-memory lookup with a
key-value database

The first two approaches bring down the memory requirement of
QA systems to run on the board. However, end-to-end QA still
cannot run on the phone because each application on the phone
cannot use more than 256MB. The QAmodels themselves are larger
than 256MB (Table 4).
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When we break down the model size, we find that the large size
of the model is due to the size of the word embeddings. For example,
the RNet model size is 279 MB, out of which the word embeddings
account for 257.3MB and model weights account for 23.9MB.

Recall that the word embeddings is a mapping of words to a k-
dimensional vector. Each phrase is processed by mapping the words
in the phrase to its corresponding embedding. The embeddings are
loaded in-memory for quick lookup. To process a sentence, the
model only needs a small set of embeddings; those corresponding
to the words contained in the sentence. Further, the embeddings are
static and do not change during the QA process. To reduce memory
requirement, we replace the in-memory lookup with an efficient
lightweight key-value database called PalDB [10].

The QA models now only contain the model weights, whose
size is less than 30 MB for all three models. We also find that the
key-value database lookup does not increase latency; look up for
200 random words takes less than 15ms.

7 DeQA IMPLEMENTATION
We implement DeQA on the Nvidia Jetson TX2 board and OnePlus
3 Phone (§4.1). We also experiment with the Pixel 2 phone and find
that the results are qualitatively similar to the OnePlus 3 phone.
The implementation follows the DeQA design (§5 and §6).
Porting QA models to phones using DeQA

We port the three state-of-the-art QA models—RNet [54],
MReader [35], QANet [57] to use DeQA. Figure 6 shows how the
existing QA models are ported to the mobile board [8]. The only
change to the QA models is to separate out the embeddings from
the model weights using a database (§6). DeQA interfaces with the
existing QAmodel to obtain the features necessary to train the early
stopping classifier (§5). These changes do not require modifications
to the existing QA models.

There is one engineering challenge in porting QA models to the
mobile phone. Many of these models are written in PyTorch [11]
which is not compatible with Android devices. We rewrote the
original QA models in TensorFlow and Renderscript (for GPU of-
floading). We verified that the implementations achieve similar
performance as reported in the original papers. To each of these
models, we add the Lucene-based search engine (§6), to make them
end-to-end QA systems.
Training the early stopping classifier

We implement early stopping using a binary classifier which
outputs stop or continue decisions after processing each paragraph.
We createmultiple instances for each question, one for each position
in the ranked list of passages provided by the search engine. The
task is to decide if the model should stop processing at this position
or continue to process more. An instance is labeled ‘stop’ if the
correct answer (or the eventual answer) returned by the system
doesn’t change after this position. Otherwise it is labeled ‘continue’.

We use the XGBoost [24] library to train a logistic gradient boost-
ing decision tree classifier over the features described in §5.1. We
set the hyper-parameters for classifier as follows: max tree depth
is 6, learning rate is set to 0.3, max delta step is 3. We trained
the classifier for 10 epochs. The classifier outputs a score that re-
flects its confidence on whether the processing should continue or
stop. Rather than use the classification decision directly, we learn a
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question answerMemory-Optimized 
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Model Weights
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Figure 6: Porting an existing QA system to themobile device
using DeQA. The original QA model is not changed beyond
separating the model weights from the word embeddings.
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Figure 7: The frequency of occurrence of different features
used to train the early stopping classifier. The frequency of
occurence is a proxy for feature importance, with higher val-
ues indicating more importance. The Z-score and the docu-
ment retrieval score are the most important features.

threshold that gives a suitable trade-off for accuracy versus latency
on a development set. To reduce the inference overhead of the clas-
sifier, we use the Treelite [13] library to deploy the classifier on
both the board and the phone.

We use the decision tree classifier to find the importance of the
different features. The classifier provides the frequency with which
each feature occurs in the decision tree, which is a proxy for feature
importance. Figure 7 shows the importance of each feature in terms
of frequency of occurrence. Z-score and document retrieval score
are most important compared to the other features.

8 EVALUATIONS
DeQA’s optimizations reduce the memory requirements of the end-
to-end QA systems to under 256 MB. This allows the QA systems to
run on both the TX2 board and the phone. Our evaluation of three
QA systems show that

• DeQA reduces end-to-end QA time on the phone by an aver-
age of 16x on the SQuAD dataset with less than 1% loss in
accuracy. On an average, DeQA takes less than 5 seconds to
answer a question.
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• DeQA reduces the energy required to answer a question by
9x. The result is that it takes less energy to answer a question
using DeQA than to load a Web page from the Internet.

• On twoQAdatasets over on-device user content—one dataset
over email data and another dataset over cross-app data—
DeQA improves QA latency by an average of 14x and 13x
on the email and cross-app datasets, respectively (§9).

8.1 Experimental Setup and Methodology
QA datasets We use the same setup as described in §4.1. In this
section, we show the results of evaluating DeQA using the SQuAD
dataset over the Wikipedia collection. We also evaluate DeQA over
a QA dataset created over two on-device user data collections,
which we discuss in §9.

Comparisons: We evaluate three end-to-end QA systems that all
use a Lucene-based search engine as described in §6. The three
systems use RNet [54], QANet [57], and MReader [35], the top-
ranked QA models. We compare the performance of the following
versions of the QA systems:

• ExistingQA – This is the original version of the QA system
without any optimizations. This version does not run on
mobile devices.

• DeQA (mem) – This is the memory-optimized version that
can run on mobile devices, but is not optimized for latency.

• DeQA (ES) – This refers to the version that uses dynamic
early stopping (ES) on top of the memory-optimized version.

• DeQA (ES + OE) – This version uses both the optimizations,
dynamic early stopping and Offline Neural Encoding (OE).

• DeQA – This is the fully optimized version with all of the
memory and latency optimizations. The latency optimiza-
tions include ES, OE, and Batch Processing.

Devices All experiments are conducted on the OnePlus 3 phone
and the TX2 board as described in §4. We measure energy using
Monsoon Power Monitor [7].

8.2 DeQA Latency, Energy, and Accuracy
Figure 8a and Figure 8b shows the performance of the three QA
systems on the phone and the board, respectively. The existing QA
systems cannot run on the device, and is shown using the infinity
bar. DeQA (mem), the memory-optimized version that can run on
the phone but is not optimized for latency, takes over a minute to
answer a single question on the phone.
Latency: DeQA reduces the time to answer a question by an aver-
age of 16x on the phone and an average of 6x on the board. Recall
that on a desktop, QA takes an average of 4 seconds (Table 2). In
effect, with DeQA, the QA latency on the mobile is comparable to
that of a desktop.

As a further point of comparison, according to a 2017 study, the
average time to load a mobile Web page over LTE is 5 seconds [51];
loading a heavy page takes over 10 seconds. In other words, DeQA
can support local question answering with speeds comparable to
(or even less than) searching over the Internet.
Accuracy: Accuracy is the fraction of questions for which we get
at least one correct answer in the top 5 ranked candidate answers

returned by the system. This evaluation is focused on factoid ques-
tions, where typically a question has only one correct answer. Fig-
ure 8c shows that the DeQA optimization does not come at a cost of
QA accuracy. The adapted systems work within 1% of the accuracy
of the original QA system. The accuracy results are same for both
the board and the phone, since they both run the same QA model.
Energy: Figure 9 shows that DeQA reduces energy consumption
of answering a question to 6J on an average. Without DeQA, the
energy consumption is over 50J across all three QA systems. For
these experiments, we averaged the energy consumption over 10
questions chosen randomly.

As a point of comparison, the median energy to load the top
100 Web page on mobile is 12J [22]. The energy consumption with
DeQA includes the end-to-end energy, including retrieving para-
graphs from the search engine, running the QA model, using the
early stopping classifier, retrieving neural encodings from disk, and
batching.
Incremental Indexing:We also separately evaluated the energy
(and the latency) to incrementally index content. This is required
because users will continue accessing new content that need to
be indexed locally. Incremental indexing only required 166mJ per
document and took about 13ms per document.

8.3 DeQA components
DeQA has two key optimizations–the early stopping (ES) and Of-
fline Neural Encoding (OE). DeQA couples these with a standard
batch processing technique. Figures 10 shows the improvements (on
the phone) of each technique in DeQA optimization when applied
iteratively – early stopping (ES) by itself, combining ES with OE,
and three optimizations together. The two optimizations combined
provide a 4x benefit and the batch processing provides a further 4x
benefit.

We applied the optimizations in other combinations and found
that applying early stopping and offline encoding followed by batch
processing provides the most benefits both in terms of performance
and power. Although it appears that batch processing is powerful,
we show in §8.4 that batch processing applied by itself without the
other DeQA optimizations require 3 times as much energy. This
is because DeQA optimizations reduce the amount of processing
required, which reduces the burden on batch processing.

8.4 Digging deeper into the optimizations
We explore the optimizations further to understand their trade-offs.
Why dynamic early stopping? Early stopping predicts when
further processing is not useful. A simpler strategy is to always
stop processing paragraphs after a fixed number of paragraphs.
The problem is that if you process too few paragraphs, the answer
extraction time reduces but the accuracy drops (and vice-versa if
you process too many).

In Figure 11 we show that this simple strategy of a fixed stopping
threshold is not enough. We vary the stopping threshold and show
results for RNet and MReader, but the results are similar for QANet.
The RNet model takes 18 seconds to extract answers when process-
ing 100 paragraphs but incurs a 2% drop in accuracy compared to
using 150 paragraphs. If RNet is forced to use only 20 paragraphs
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then it finishes faster, within 3.2 seconds but incurs a higher drop
in accuracy, by 4%.

DeQA’s early stopping can balance the accuracy and time trade-
off by stopping early if further processing is unlikely to be useful. As
a result, the answer extraction time with Early Stopping is around
3.5 seconds (similar to processing only 20 paragraphs), but the
accuracy drops less than 1%. The figure only shows the answer
extraction time, excluding retrieval time.
Energy versus performance trade-off with batch processing
Figure 12 shows the energy consumption when using batching
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Figure 11: QA accuracy drop and answer extraction time
when using a fixed stopping algorithm rather than DeQA’s
dynamic early stopping algorithm. DeQA has a better an-
swer extraction time/accuracy trade-off compared to using
any of the fixed stopping threshold.

alone (without the other optimizations) for different batch sizes.
For comparison, the average DeQA energy consumption was 6J (as
shown in Figure 9), which is 3x smaller than the energy consump-
tion of only batching, even if both schemes use a batch size of 16.
Further, batching alone only provides a 2x benefit over the default
DeQA (mem) in terms of latency. DeQA optimizations reduce the
amount of processing, making batching useful in terms of latency
and energy.

9 EVALUATING DeQA OVER ON-DEVICE
USER DATA

In the previous section, we evaluate DeQA over a Wikipedia collec-
tion. We next evaluate DeQA in the context of user data collected
on their devices. Unfortunately, there are no publicly available QA
datasets over on-device data because it is difficult to obtain large
scale data from users due to privacy concerns.

To circumvent the privacy issues, we create our own QA dataset
over two data sources. The first data source is a publicly available
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GPU for MReader and RNet systems on the phone
collection of emails from the employees of Enron [39]. The second
is a cross-app data source that we collect from two users. We collect
on-device content as the users interact with five different apps on
their mobile phones for 1 week. The data however remains within
their devices (not available to anyone else) and the users themselves
create question and answer pairs for evaluation. Because the on-
device QA datasets are much smaller, we do not retrain the QA
model. The model is trained over the SQuAD dataset as before and
is applied to the new datasets.

9.1 On-device QA: Single App
Creating a QA dataset over a email collection The Enron Email
Dataset is a collection of emails from employees of an organization
that has been publicly used for many types of language related
problems such as text classification [39]. We randomly sample a
single user from this collection, and create a set of questions that
can be answered from this user’s emails. The collection consisted
of 3034 emails.

Our procedure to create the QA dataset is similar to the one used
to create the standard SQuAD dataset from the Wikipedia collec-
tion. Specifically, we hired six annotators who each created twenty
question answer pairs yielding a set of 120 questions covering 60
different emails. Each annotator was given ten different emails. For
each email they generated two questions, whose answers would
be an exact phrase within the email. Similar to the SQuAD data
construction, this procedure ensures that the answers are spans
within the emails and that each question is guaranteed to have
a precise answer. The annotators were not given any additional
instruction. To conduct the end-to-end QA experiments, we index
the 3034 emails consisting of 8825 paragraphs for this single user.
Characteristics of the email QA datasetWithout any optimiza-
tions, the time to answer a question over this new dataset is not
much smaller compared to that over the Wikipedia collection.
Across the three systems, answering a question takes an average
of 68 seconds on this dataset on the phone. This result is surpris-
ing given that the email collection is orders-of-magnitude smaller
compared to the Wikipedia collection.

The takeaway is that the bottleneck in QA is not the size of
the collection, but the number of paragraphs that need to be pro-
cessed to get the correct answer. We conducted a similar analysis

board DeQA (mem) DeQA
RNet 25.497 s 4.1 s
MReader 21.395 s 3.2 s
QANet 22.651 s 4.6 s

Table 5: QA latency with and without DeQA over the QA
dataset defined over the email collection on the TX2 board.

phone DeQA (mem) DeQA
RNet 72.374 s 4.917 s
MReader 68.932 s 4.285 s
QANet 65.583 s 5.461 s

Table 6: QA latency with and without DeQA over the QA
dataset defined over the email collection on the phone.

as Figure 2 to analyze how the answers are distributed across the
top ranked paragraphs. If the answers can always be found in the
top few paragraphs, then the QA model need not process a lot of
documents. However, similar to the SQuAD dataset, the answers
are distributed across the paragraphs in this new dataset. We find
that the accuracy does not improve significantly beyond processing
100 paragraphs. So we restrict the number of paragraphs processed
by the QA model to 100.
Evaluating DeQA over the email dataset Table 5 and Table 6
show the latency benefits of applying DeQA on this email QA
collection. As before, DeQA reduces latency to less than 5 seconds
in most cases on both the board and the phone. On the phone,
DeQA provides an average speedup of 14x and on the board, DeQA
provides an average speedup of 6x with an accuracy drop of 1.3%.
Overall, these results demonstrate that the DeQA optimizations are
effective for question answering over user content.

9.2 On-Device QA: Cross Apps
Collecting data across apps We collect on-device data from two
users as they interact with five different apps for 1 week. We chose
the five apps (a) such that the apps are used by the users frequently,
and (b) the apps contain a good mix of social media, personal, and
informational content. To this end, the five apps we choose are:
BBC News, LinkedIn, Twitter, TripAdvisor, and Notes.

For each app, the users interacted with the apps as they normally
would. For example, scrolling the page to read news/tweets feed,
entering texts for note taking, or simple browsing. We install an
app crawler service to extract the textual content of the screen. We
store the crawled content and index it for use by the search engine
in the QA system.
Creating a QA dataset over the cross-app collectionAs before,
we ask the two users to randomly sample crawled documents from
this data collection to create 100 questions (10 per app per user)
that can be answered from these documents.

We ask the same two users to also perform answer annotation
because we did not want a third-party looking at the user data.
The answers would be an exact phrase within the document. To
conduct the end-to-end QA experiments, we index the content from
the five apps on each user’s mobile device. In total, we indexed 14524
paragraphs across both the users.
Evaluating DeQA over the cross-app dataset Table 7 shows the
latency benefits of applying DeQA on the cross-app data collection.
Compared to theWikipedia articles and email dataset, the cross-app
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phone DeQA (mem) DeQA
RNet 54.783 s 3.639 s
MReader 49.401 s 3.476 s
QANet 51.132 s 4.842 s

Table 7: QA latency with and without DeQA over the QA
dataset defined over the cross-app data.

Indexing Type time per doc total docs total time
scratch index 2.78 ms 8024 docs 22.307 s
incremental index 2.61 ms 1000 docs 2.612 s

Table 8: The time to index the cross-app data for the first
time and then incrementally index data on the phone for
one of the two users.

data have much shorter paragraphs. The result is that even without
any latency optimizations, answering a question takes an average
of 51 seconds, compared to an average of 68 and 88 seconds on
the email and Wikipedia datasets, respectively. However, DeQA
reduces latency to less than 5 seconds for an average speedup of
13x with an accuracy drop of 1.5%.
Indexing cross-app data: Table 8 shows the time taken to index
the entire cross-app data on one of the users device. It took about 22
seconds to index all the cross-app data from scratch. Subsequently,
each document takes only 2.61 ms to be indexed incrementally. In
summary, indexing on-device content on the phone incurs negligi-
ble overheads.

10 RELATEDWORK
10.1 Question Answering Systems
Question answering has a rich history in the NLP, information
retrieval, and AI communities and has been studied in various
domains (c.f. [20, 30, 40]). Their focus has largely been to improve
the accuracy of various aspects of the QA systems. Recent work in
the systems community has studied the performance of QA systems
(e.g. OpenEphyra) in the context of data center deployments [34].
Qme! [46] is a speech-driven QA system for mobile devices. The
focus of Qme! is to reduce the noise in speech recognition and
perform tight integration between speech recognition and search.
However, Qme! does not run a QA model and instead retrieves
answers from a database. Running a QA model on the phone is
more computationally intensive and is the focus of our work.

Recent advances in deep learning have led to development of
many neural network based architectures for question answer-
ing [23, 25, 55, 56] which have outperformed feature-based meth-
ods. Most of these work focus on extracting an answer, assuming
the answer containing passage is given as input. DrQA [23] is one
of the few end-to-end QA systems that uses deep learning. In this
work, we show how an end-to-end QA system with a deep learning
QA model can be optimized to run on mobile platforms.

We have deliberately designed DeQA to not depend on model
specifics or internals. This allows DeQA optimizations to be com-
patible with new QA models variants. For instance, a recent de-
velopment in NLP is to use large models that use many layers of
transformer blocks (e.g., OpenAI GPT [49] and BERT [27]). Recall
that QANet, a QA model we optimize using DeQA also uses similar
transformer blocks but does not use several layers of the blocks. The
DeQA optimizations are still relevant with these large models, even

though thesemodels introduce other significant memory challenges
that require further optimizations. We leave the optimizations of
these large NLP models for future work.

10.2 Optimizing deep learning for Mobile
Deep learning models, in most cases, cannot run as is on mo-
bile devices. Existing optimizations focus on reducing the model
sizes (compression) and parallelizing model computations (decom-
position). These optimizations were designed mainly for DNN
and CNN architectures used in vision and other sensing applica-
tions [19, 31, 41, 42], with large model sizes and compute patterns
that are amenable for parallelization.

Mobile GPUs provide another avenue to optimize the compute
involved in these models. DeepMon [37] and CNNDroid [47] both
show that a mobile GPU can be used to improve the CNN/DNN
execution time, in some cases getting more than a ten-fold speedup
for AlexNet, an image recognition model.

However, RNN optimizations, used by most QA models, are
not well studied in the context of adapting to mobile devices as
CNNs. Some recent studies focus on optimizing RNNs for desktop
GPUs [15]. MobiRNN[21] optimizes small RNN models used for
activity recognition. In this work, we build on these ideas and
deliver QA specific optimizations.

11 CONCLUSIONS
Building a question answering system that operates over local de-
vice content requires running deep learning based QA models on
resource constrained environments. End-to-end QA systems today
have prohibitively large memory requirements and high latencies
making them unusable. Our benchmark study showed that bulk
of processing is spent in encoding documents and the overall la-
tency is mostly due to processing a large number of documents
for each question. Based on these findings, we designed set of la-
tency and memory optimizations that address these inefficiencies
in a way that does not rely on the model structure or the inter-
nals. Our predictive early stopping model automatically identifies
when further processing is unlikely to improve the model’s answer,
thereby reducing the amount of data that is processed by the model.
A further latency optimization pre-computes partial neural repre-
sentations of documents offline and uses them on-demand. Our
memory optimizations reduce the overall in-memory data using
on-demand loading of various components of the QA model backed
by appropriate storage mechanisms. Our evaluation of the resulting
optimized QA system shows that it is both efficient and effective
for resource-constrained mobile devices.
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